Residence Hall

CABLE SETUP
INSTRUCTIONS
1. Get your ORIGINAL TV remote control and the
owner’s manual. Universal remotes do not often
work for the following process. You must get
your remote from the manufacturer to avoid
other problems.
2. You may need a coaxial cable to hook your TV
to the cable outlet in your room. Coaxial cables
are available in any audio/video store and also
in many hardware stores.
3. Connect one end to the round cable outlet in
the wall.
4. Run the other end of the cable to the back of
your TV into the RF connection. The plug should
be labeled CABLE or RF IN or VHF. Once you
have done this, plug in your TV and position it
where you want it to be. Turn on the TV.
5. You may need to set your TV to recognize the
cable signal since many TVs are set to receive
antenna signals by default. If you have your
manual, check to find out exactly how your set
is supposed to be programmed. Your manual
should be able to give you the best instructions
because it will be talkingabout your specific TV.
If you do not have your manual, then use your
remote and follow the instructions below. Note:
Some TVs detect a cable signal aut omatically
so that all you have to do is plug in the coaxial
cable, follow the on-screen prompts, and turn
the set on. The TV does the rest.
6. If you need to change the
settings to cable, use your
remote control to select the
MENU or SETUP button:
You should
see a screen
that looks
something
like this:

7. If you don’t have a MENU or SETUP button, try
a button that looks promising until you get an
option screen. It should allow you to choose
between ANTENNA and CABLE. Variations on
ANTENNA may include ANT, AIR or NORMAL and
CABLE might be labeled CATV.
8. Change the setting to CABLE by moving a cursor
to CABLE or cycling through a list of options until
CABLE is visible, then pressing ENTER or EXECUTE.
9. Make sure CABLE is stored in the TVs memory.
To test it, after selecting CABLE, exit completely
from the menu by pushing MENU again, then
go back into the menu and see if CABLE is still
highlighted. If it is, then it was selected properly.
10. Now that you have your TV set up to receive a
cable signal, all that remains is to scan and store
your channels. This process stores the channels
of our channel lineup into your TV’s memory and
deletes from memory any unused or inactive
channels and the previous scanning that was used
if you had cable using this TV elsewhere.
11. AUTOPROGRAM is usually one of the selections
where you select CABLE. Or, there may be a button
Once you have selected or pressed AUTOPROGRAM,
your screen will probably go blank or turn blue, and
will begin cycling through the channels. Usually TVs
are cable-ready for up to 125 channels, so allow the TV
scan to finish. Don’t interrupt it, or else you may have
to scan all over again.

